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Background and Context

In recent years, relations in 
the field of higher education 
between Hungary and Latin 
America have developed 
significantly, among other 
reasons due to the 
Stipendium Hungaricum
scholarship programme
launched by the Government 
of Hungary in 2013 (Daily 
news Hungary, 2017).



Mission of the Stipendium Hungaricum
Scholarship Program

The program is based on bilateral educational 
cooperation agreements signed between the Ministries 
responsible for education in the sending 
countries/territories and Hungary or between 
institutions. Currently around 70 Sending Partners are 
engaged in the program throughout 5 different 
continents and the geographical scope of the program 
is spreading each year.



The core missions of the programme are:

• To increase the number of foreign students in Hungary.

• To encourage Hungarian higher education institutions to attract top 
foreign students.

• To establish personal and professional attachments to Hungary while 
enjoying high quality education in the heart of Europe.

• When the graduates return to their home countries with marketable 
skills and knowledge, they can build civil, political and economic 
relationships, contributing to Hungary’s image and recognition 
abroad.



Research questions

1. 
• How is the internationalization of Higher Education between 

Hungary and Latin America?

2.

• What can Latin American students perceive about higher
education in Europe?

Hypothesis 

The political relations among countries
explain the low numbers of latin american
students in Europe.

Europe is perceived to have more quality
in its higher education than the students
country of origin.



The program aims to promote cultural understanding, 
economic and cultural relations between Hungary and other 
countries.



Argentina Colombia Ecuador Mexico

Full degree bachelor, 
master, doctoral studies: in 
any field of interest

Full degree 
in bachelor, 
master, 
doctoral  
studies: agri
culture, 
economics, 
natural 
sciences, 
engineering 
and 
technology, 
arts and 
social 
sciences

1. Full degree 
master studies: agricult
ure, natural sciences, 
engineering, social 
sciences, pedagogy and 
arts
2. Full degree doctoral 
studies: In any 
academic field

1. Full degree bachelor, master studies: agriculture, 
natural sciences, economics, social sciences, arts and 
engineering
2. Full degree master studies: agriculture, natural 
sciences, economics, social sciences, arts and engineering
3. Full degree one-tier master studies: in any field of 
interest
4. Full degree doctoral studies: any field of interest
5. Partial studies:
any field of interest only on a master or doctoral level

Name of responsible
authority: Ministerio de 
Educación, Cultura, Ciencia 
y Tecnología de la 
República Argentina

ICETEX SENESCYT (Secretaría 
de Educación Superior, 
Ciencia, Tecnología e 
Innovación)

AMEXCID (Intercambio Académico para Europa, Dirección 
de Intercambio Académico, Dirección General de 
Cooperación Técnica y Científica). “Mexican applicants do 
not need to apply to the Sending Partner separately. They 
need to apply to the Stipendium Hungaricum programme’s
application system directly.”



Organized website and 
unknown number of 
scholarships

Very general information and only 
one contact



Unclear and Mexicans can 
apply without sending partner

Website only for Educadorians and unclear: Id and 
lastname
No shared information about the scholarship, 
(elite).
Use of social websites: facebook, twitter, to follow 
scholarship websites.



Context, setting and participants

Latin American Stipendium
Hungaricum students.
Age: 26 to 36 years old. 
4 Nationalities and 6 Majors.



Discussion: Cultural Exchage

• It made me improve my communication skills, and brought me more tools as a professional, 
sharing with people from many countries has open my mind to new ways to understand 
things and “taste” the world, is not just a professional opportunity, it also adds many 
learnings in several levels. We were only internationals all treated in the same conditions; it 
could be very interesting to have shared with Hungarians students. (Woman, Col)

• Many multicultural experiences, with the opportunity to get to know many other 
international students, share insights and enrich my overall life perspective. (Man, Mex)

• I really enjoyed the international experiences. The chance to met people from around the 
globe was something I had always wished for. I am pretty happy with the friends I have made 
and what I have learnt about their culture. However, after two years living in Hungary, I have 
zero Hungarian friendship and I couldn’t learn about Hungarian culture from Hungarian’s 
itself. This is really disappointing. (Woman, Mex)



European Education Perspective 

• I was very interested in European education, I found the university and its MSc program in an 
annual event in my country with information to study abroad, however I was not able to afford it 
so when I found the scholarship option I applied. (woman, col)

• To get a specialized degree in Europe, because here there is an availability of leading-edge 
technology based in Mechatronics and further opportunities of employment. (man, Ec)

• It was challenging from a country where English is not an official language and where it’s not 
frequently used, but it was worth it.(man, Ec)

• The courses were easy; however I would have liked to have the chance to select more courses 
from other faculties as optional classes. (Woman, col)

• The courses were already chosen for me. I didn’t have to do anything. I never have the 
option to choose.(woman, mex)

• Not many option, as they only offered the ones were the teacher speak English. 
(woman 1,mex)

• The assessment methods were Fair, easier than in my home country. (man, mex)

• It is almost the same, but the way in which courses are given and the assessment is easier for me, 
in my country the classes are given and you have to pass a final exam, while here we have finals, 
prefinals, retake, and if we have good mid-term even we can skip the exam. (man, arg).



Teaching

• It could be improve, most of my professor were good however some of them were not, my conclusion was 
that they still there because they know to speak in English, however they don’t have the skills to teach or 
don’t prepare the topics, I was wanted to have the chance to evaluated them but was not possible, for 
further students that could be helpful to know what could be improved. (Woman, Col)

• They assumed that if there weren’t any questions, the content was ok.(Male, Ec)

• Reading ppt, students made ppt, Boring, I can read myself at home.(woman, mex)

• Some lectures were easy, when the teacher speak proper English. But I had teacher that could not make a 
complete sentence without adding a “umm”. (woman1, mex)

• I don’t like it, most of teachers just stay in front reading the slides and few of them actually explain them. 
Additionally, in my faculty all subject were divided in lectures and seminars, so in lectures the teacher just 
kept speaking and in seminar you could ask your questions that you had during the lecture. But I think this 
method is useless, it should be possible to ask during the lecture, as if you don’t understand one part it is 
highly possible that you would not understand the rest because most of the things are link. (woman1, mex)

• Depends on the teacher. I had teachers that know a lot but do not know how to express their ideas and 
teachers really good at teaching. (woman1, mex)

• Some professors did not comply with the language requirement, neither some students. I never felt I was on 
a Master level. (woman, Mex)



PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

• There is a strong relationship between the lack of communication and 
information on the sending partner websites that affects the reproduction 
of knowledge and can be a possible reason influencing the low numbers of 
Latin students. Since the numbers of scholarships tends to increase 
depending on last year applications.

• There is a sense of feeling that the information about the scholarship is not 
spread as it should be. Many people do not apply.

• There is a fear of not fulfilling all the requirements and travel abroad. 
• The expectations are high about European education and the realities 

change the perception of the students.
• The satisfaction about teaching methods and teacher’s attitude is low.
• The cultural exchange and knowing people from other nationalities is one 

of the more common satisfying experiences among students.



Suggestions

There are gaps that need to be checked:
1.Need to provide feedback per faculty
2.To receive feedback from the graduated students to 

improve the current services.
3.Better selection criteria for teachers and foreign 

students.


